Leveraging Anonymized Patient Level Data to Detect Hidden Market Potential

By collecting and analyzing aggregate patient data across the life sciences and healthcare value chains, pharma companies can derive and apply deeper insights to deliver better patient experiences and outcomes, and discover new market segments for incremental revenue generation.

Executive Summary

As the blockbuster drug era comes to a close, pharmaceutical companies face a host of new challenges as a result of shifting industry sands. These include:

• **Market**: Decision-making in primary care has shifted. Accountable care organizations (ACOs) and payers are limiting access to physicians based on price, especially in genericized markets, and also to new drugs to curb the explosion in care costs. These rules even apply to specialty medicines, where selling costs are significantly lower due to the fewer number of physicians to be targeted (as the number of physicians prescribing specialty medicines is relatively lower).

• **Regulatory**: The introduction of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) has forced the healthcare industry to shift to a value-driven model; pharmaceuticals companies and healthcare providers are all marching toward producing efficient and effective health outcomes.

• **Data**: Given the above challenges, there is a greater need for a more accurate and consistent view of the market. For instance, companies need to understand patient behavior as well as the potential within the untreated segment as treatment outcomes become the primary driver for differentiation. Patient benefit needs to be a primary focus, as well as the related cost-effectiveness, which requires robust and accurate data acquisition.

Regulations such as the ACA and Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) can introduce the healthcare triple aim of better health outcomes at an improved cost and patient experience. For this reason, the industry needs to deliver a better patient experience. To get there, industry players need to understand the patient medical journey and explore avenues for outcomes and is believed to cost the healthcare system up to $290 billion annually. As a result, it is imperative for healthcare providers and physicians to better ensure patient adherence to treatment therapies and regimens that improve outcomes and reduce avoidable healthcare expenses.
enhancing how patients experience healthcare. This requires fact-based business decisions to be made using patient-derived insights across various phases of the pharma value chain (i.e., from drug discovery and prescription, through the treatment continuum).

While traditional data sources provide information on physician activity, they do not allow the user to peer into the treatment regimens used for individual patients. Moreover, they offer only a limited ability to track patient behavior. Anonymized patient level data (APLD), on the other hand, provides insight not only into the patient journey but into patient behavior. This data also offers insights into physician prescribing behavior and the effectiveness of the treatment.

Pharmaceuticals companies realize that their therapies work for a subsegment of people, but not all. Rather than target everybody with the same medicine, the approach is to identify the right target patient for the right therapy. This white paper lays out a strategy to help pharma companies analyze APLD data and enable business users to better understand customer segments and target their products to address the needs of those segments.

**Approach to Conducting Longitudinal Analysis**

A patient-centric approach is beneficial to all stakeholders in the life sciences and healthcare industries. We apply APLD in client engagements alongside traditional data sources to provide metrics that offer information at the patient level, which is more granular and thus yields more accurate insights into patient and physician behavior. This can then be used for strategic decisions that create greater value for physicians, patients and payers.

Essentially, APLD is healthcare-utilization data that can be linked to individual patients, longitudinally. This is data that tracks a patient’s healthcare utilization over time. It provides patient information on their interactions with each physician and reveals those patients who were diagnosed with what diseases, and which medication was prescribed and used, etc. This data is captured through similar sources as standard prescription data. For example, patient-level data is collected from various components of the healthcare system (e.g., pharmacy, hospitals/clinics, payers, and physicians) and compiled as a longitudinal database (see Figure 1).

**Patient Data Creation Based on Various Moments of Truth Across Patient Lifecycle**

![Figure 1]
Available through various data providers like IMS, SDI and SHS (again, see Figure 1), APLD data, along with internal data dictionaries, is accessible to industry players through a secured virtual private network. To maintain privacy and prevent data leakage, this database can be accessed through a remote server. This data pertains to a particular therapeutic area that is filtered for the disease of interest. The information extracted for population subsets can then be grouped into two broad categories:

- **Care pathway analysis**: The treatments/regimens patients have undergone.
- **Diagnosis Information**: Diseases for which patients have been diagnosed.

This information, when refined using defined business rules, can yield many useful metrics. The business rules are defined according to a deep understanding of the therapeutic area, disease and its treatments by subject matter experts (SMEs)/consultants. Some of the important APLD-derived metrics are depicted in Figure 2.

**Critical Success Factors**

Key advantages of APLD vs. traditional databases include:

- **Greater granularity**: Links physicians and patients with the drugs, diagnoses and procedures used to measure the effectiveness of treatment, options for combination therapy, co-morbidities, drug effectiveness, etc.
- **Deeper insights**: Helps identify patient and physician behavior.
- **More revealing**: Has the ability to derive more insights about the market trends as it contains patient-level transactions on every treatment date (i.e., patient birth year, patient gender, associated physicians and their specialties, region, site of treatment, drugs used, insurance payer associated, etc.).

**Applying APLD Data**

Integrating APLD with other datasets and applying disease-specific business rules to generate KPIs from a 3P (physicians, patients and payers) perspective.
Measuring Efficacy of Patient Care Programs

Situation:
A leading global biotech company sought to measure the efficacy of its patient support program covering a particular therapy. The objective of the support program was to drive patient belief in one full year of treatment, awareness of support and financial resources, and awareness of opportunities to reinitiate paused treatment by sending periodic reminders to patients about their next visit to the clinic, next refill date, etc. Although program enrollment was voluntary, the company’s sales force encouraged doctors to enroll their patients.

Solution:
• Among the patients who opted into the support program, APLD identified patients with stable treatment history and minimum gaps in treatment.
• Patient-level treatment parameters as in line of therapy, duration of therapy, dosage pattern, site of care, age, gender and payer were calculated by processing APLD data.
• Enrolled patients were matched to non-enrolled patients on several parameters (primary tumor, line of therapy, age, gender, payer, site of care, etc.).
• Enrolled and non-enrolled patients were compared to measure the program’s impact on duration of therapy, compliance and number of drug infusions.

Analysis Outcomes:
Analysis clearly demonstrated that patients who had enrolled in the program had significantly longer duration and received one to two additional brand infusions, on average, than patients not in the program. Importantly, these patients were more adherent toward treatment.

Analysis also identified areas for improvement in subsequent campaigns — reduced cost per lead, improved qualification rates and further drive persistence.

Campaign Results

Flowchart for identifying analysis universe of qualified patients
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Proportion of patients receiving a number of brand infusions
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ROI estimation approach
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Duration of therapy for groups of patients
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* Source: Estimate based on the percentage of patients receiving Brand-A after enrolling in CARES. (52% yields 1:1 ROI).
** Source: Duration analysis using CARES vs. non-CARES patients based on claims data.
*** Source: All CARES costs from the Patient Marketing Team.
Looking Forward: APLD Benefits and Outcomes

- APLD helps pharmaceutical companies in tactical and strategic decision-making by:
  - Providing valuable physician behavior insights to develop comprehensive and proactive messaging strategies for improved physician segmentation and targeting.
  - Validating the insights obtained from primary market research by replicating the business KPIs using APLD as secondary data.
  - Delivering a quantitative estimate of the revenue potential in chronic disease markets with the ability to link disease diagnosis and treatment data.
  - Leveraging the granularity of APLD data to improve the accuracy of the brand’s sales forecast based on derived persistence and compliance rates.
  - Enabling effective and focused targeting across patient and physician segments, resulting in improved ROI in promotional activities.
  - Physicians can infer the treatment outcomes of various therapies at the aggregate population and patient levels so that they can personalize treatment approaches to different types of patients.
  - Patients will benefit through improved treatment outcomes, better experiences and better engagement.
  - ACOs will be able to measure effectiveness of treatment to differentiate drug potential to optimize formulary and treatment recommendations for physicians.
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